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Hello and welcome!
We are pleased about your visit and wish you lots of fun at the “Kletterwald Prien am Chiemsee”! Please note our
Entry Conditions / User Agreement (on the back of this page)!
company, association, group, school (please use capital letters)

participants / over 18 / educational advisors / teacher
1

first name, surname

date of birth

street

zip code, place of domicile

e-Mail

signature

age

Please fill in every climbing person
first name, surname

signature
(educational advisors sign for their children)

date of birth

age
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Gladly we will inform you via our E-mail Newsletter about our Offers and Activities! If you approve, please
mark “Yes”! We will save your data electronicly for the purpose of processing. Your approval can be revoked at any
time and free of charge!

 Yes

 No

With my signature, I accept the rules and regulations of the Climbing Park at Prien am Chiemsee and confirm to have
read them carefully. I allow my children to enter the climbing park and to do the rope courses and confirm to have
discussed the rules and regulations with them.
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Entry Conditions / User Agreement

1. The Ropes course is a physical activity connected with risks. Please act accordingly. Top priority is to be
cautious and concentrated at all times when using the safety equipment. If not using the equipment correctly, you
may be in immediate danger of falling. Falling can result in severe injury or even death. Requirements for using the
Ropes course are that one does not exceed 120kg in weight, and has no psychological or physical impairment,
which endangers oneself or other participants. Persons under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or medication of any
intoxicating kind, are strictly forbidden to use the Ropes park. ie pregnant women.
2. When going through the Ropes course, you may not carry unsecured items with you. For instance
cameras. Cameras may only be carried when properly secured. Jewelery must be taken off. Backpacks are also
not allowed in the ropes course. Please wear proper shoes, and suitable clothing. Please stay on marked trails.
3. Before using the ropes park, each participant must go through a theoretical and practical safety
instruction course, and in addition go through the instructional parcours successfully. After the safety
instructions are given, each participant is responsible for themselves, and responsible in using the safety
equipment as shown and demonstrated in the safety instructions course. The safety equipment (smart belay) must
always be used as demonstrated in the safety instruction course. When moving through the parcours, both
carabiners are always connected to the steel safety cable. At the reconnecting point, one carabiner is always
connected. Reconnecting is only allowed on the platforms. Never in the middle of an exercise. No guest or
participant may enter the parcours unsecured or enter parts of the parcours. Only one person in an exercise at a
time. Maximum 3 persons on a platform.
4. All parcorurs have an minimum age, and in some cases a minimum reach must be attained. Please note the
information signs.
Children parcours:
-Children parcours are suitable for children 4 years and up when accompanied by an adult.
High Ropes Parcours:
-Children under 10 yrs need to be accompanied by an adult
-In the Green/Blue/Orange/Red parcours, children under 10yrs need an accompanying adult
-In the Purple parcours, children under 12 yrs need an accompanying adult
-In the Yellow and Tandem parcours 10 yrs and up, and the Black parcours minimum age of 14
5. The Management (represented by the Park Manager) reserves the right to exclude participants from the Ropes
Park for not abiding to the rules
6. The borrowed safety equipment is not transferable, and may not be taken off during climbing. Should the
equipment be taken off (toilet use, smoking) it must be checked by a Trainer before you resume climbing. Smoking
is prohibited in the entire climbing park. Smoking is prohibited while wearing your safety equipment.
7. When participating in other activities such as Archery, etc. Each participant must go through a practical as well
as a theoretical safety demonstration. Here also, all terms and conditions are to be followed as in the Ropes Park.
8. With your Signature you confirm that you have carefully read and recognized our participation rules, and accept
our terms and conditions. In case of contravention against the rules, or safety requirements of the
Organizer/Trainers, Estermann Event & Abenteuer GmbH does not assume liability for the accured damages. Also,
Estermann Event & Abenteuer GmbH does not assume liability of damages or injury caused by other participants
or third party. Estermann Event & Abenteuer GmbH does not assume liability for submitted valuables. For material
or financial loss, Estermann Event & Abenteuer GmbH is only liable in case of intent or gross negligence on behalf
of its statutory agents or assistants.
9. The Management (represented by the Park Manager) reserves the right to shut down operation of the Park, or
certain parcours due to bad weather (wind, hail, rain, thunderstorms) or maintenance. In these cases there is no
right to a refund of the entrance fee. Also, no refund or extension of the opening hours will be given if the full 3
hours cannot be reached due to the opening hours.(half hour before park closure last entrance into a parcours)
This also is in affect if the participant ends his climbing due to misjudgement of his physical capability.
10. Maximum time in the Park climbing is 3 hours, and begins with the safety instructions. After that a charge of
Euro 5,- will be given for each half hour started.
11. Your Personal Data is only used for contact information, customer management, as well as internal processing.
Your Data is not forwarded to third party, or made accessable to them.
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